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No set of game rules can cover every eventuality and, in spite of trying to
make things as clear as possible, questions often arise in the course of
game-play. This collection of questions and clarifications is intended to help
answer some of the most common inquiries about the ICONS rules and
game play. The answers are “official” (in as much as that matters) but make
note of the difference between clarifying the wording or intent or a rule
and giving advice that the Game Master is welcome to use (or not) as they
see fit.

This collection is organized according to the organization of the ICONS
Assembled Edition book, with headers for the different chapters of the
book and questions arranged in the order that their subject matter appears
in the book.

Newly added questions are in blue for ease of reference.

BASICS
How long does a stunt last?

The Stunt Effects section says “a stunt grants temporary access” and
“temporary use” so, how temporary? As a general rule, a stunt is usable for
the remainder of that chapter or until things switch from narrative time to
action time or vice versa (see Time on p. 10 of the Assembled Edition). The
GM is free to have a stunt expire earlier if circumstances warrant it, so long
as the character has gotten to use the stunt at least once.

Can a power gained from a stunt have extras?

Yes, although how many extras, and their impact on the overall level of the
power stunt, are up to the Game Master. The following guidelines may be
helpful:

The typical notion of extras for power stunts is adding an extra to an
existing power, such as applying the Burst extra to Blast or even a
character’s Strength. If you want the stunt to be a power with an extra,
such as gaining a Dazzle Burst as a stunt of your laser Blast, the GM can
require a compensating limit on the power stunt to balance out the extra,
or can reduce the level of the power stunt by 2.

So, in the previous example, if a character with Blast 7 wants a Dazzle Burst
as a power stunt, the GM may ask that the stunt be Close Range only
(applying a balancing limit) or rule that the power stunt is level 5 (2 less
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than the power’s usual level). For power stunts with multiple extras, the GM
can apply this guidline multiple times, even allowing characters to mix-and-
match counterbalancing limits and reductions in the power stunt’s effective
level. The “Stunt Only” limit from Great Power is a good counterbalancing
limit for some stunts.

Since this amount of calculation and adding of limits and so forth can slow
doing the use of stunts in-play, ICONS Game Masters should feel free to
ignore these guidelines and just allow power stunts to have extras without
restriction, if they want, so long as players do not abuse the privilege by
loading down a power stunt with an excessive number of extras.

It seems like a character with a high-level ability can choose to do a
maneuver for a lower-level stunt with pretty much 100% chance of
success, such as an Amazing (8) level ability used for an Average (3) level
stunt. Is this intentional?

Yes. It’s just a benefit of having that high a level ability, and the maneuver
still costs the character their panel on that page, so the trade-off for
automatically getting a fairly low-level stunt is still pretty fair.

If the GM is concerned about this, you can add the house rule that an
attempted maneuver where the player rolls a 1 for effort and the GM rolls a
6 for difficulty is always a failure, regardless of calculated outcome.

POWERS
What can disrupt a character’s concentration on a power?

The Assembled Edition (p. 79) says “To concentrate, you must be able to
react and cannot be maintaining an exclusive power.” Therefore, starting to
use an exclusive power automatically breaks your concentration. Likewise,
being unable to react, including being unable to perform actions (under
Reactions on p. 138) means no concentration. That includes being stunned
as a result of damage or the Stunning power. Other effects that still allow a
character to react, such as Stamina loss from damage, do not specificially
break concentration.

Additionally, loss of concentration can be trouble for a character (see
Trouble on p. 34). Exactly what kind of trouble depends on Game Master
interpretation but generally loss of concentration on a power should be
considered a Disability. Note that Lost Panel trouble does not specifically
say characters cannot take actions (or reactions) just that the character
loses a panel’s worth of actions, effectively “skipping their turn.” So the
default assumption there is that they are still capable of reacting—and
therefore maintaining concentration and defending themselves—during
that time.
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Since loss of concentration can be considered trouble, that means it can be
inflicted upon characters by spending Determination Points (or by giving a
hero a Determination Point) or through maneuvers, as detailed on pages 30
and 135 of The Assembled Edition.

What is the level of a power gained as an extra of another power?

By default, a power gained as an extra has the same level or less as the
base power. So a Dazzle gained as an extra of a Blast power would have the
same level as the Blast power. In some cases, an extra power may have a
lower power level, if the player wishes, or if the Game Master feels that
makes more sense, given the nature of the powers involved.

If you apply an extra to a power, does the extra count as a power for
calculating Determination?

Yes, unless a limit reduces the value of the extra, one of the things that
limits can do (see Limits on p. 84).

If a power has extras and limits, do all powers gained as extras of that
power have the same extras and limits?

Not necessarily but, as a general rule, all powers gained as extras of a
power should have no more extras than the base power has, not counting
powers taken as extras, and powers that lack limits do not benefit from
them. Extra powers may have the same limit as the base power, or different
limits.

Take the example of a hero who has fiery Blast and the Aura and Flight
powers as extras. The player wants to apply the Max Only limit to the hero’s
Blast, meaning they can only use their maximum power level and have no
fine control. They choose to have the limit reduce the Determination Cost
of the Blast to 0. If the limit also applies to the extra powers, it can reduce
their Determination cost to 0 as well (as per the second bullet point “Add
an extra to the power without increasing its Deetrmination cost”). If the
limit doesn’t apply, then each extra power still counts as 1 for reducing
Determination level. If the player chooses to make the Flight extra Tiring (a
different limit) and leave the Aura extra unlimited, then the Flight extra’s
cost is reduced to 0 but the Aura’s remains at 1.

Some extras and limits don’t seem to make sense for some powers.

That’s likely true when it comes to some of the standard extras and limits
given in the Assembled Edition and Great Power. They’re broad enough to
apply to a lot of powers, but may not make sense for all of them. The Game
Master is the final adjudicator of whether or not a particular power and
extra or limit combination works, and exactly how it works in the context of
their game.
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Using point-based hero creation, does a limit pay off the point cost of an
extra, the Determination cost, or both?

If using the optional point-based hero creation system (Assembled Edition,
p. 68), add an additional line to the Limits section on p. 84):

• Add an extra to the power at no creation point cost.

In short, it is either a reduction in point cost or Determination cost, not
both.

What is the intended purpose of the Reversible extra?

Reversible is intended for powers that would otherwise have a permanent
or lasting effect to be something the hero can “un-do” such as a Reversible
Blast power where the character can remove any damage it has caused, or
a Reversible Energy Drain where the character can restore the stolen
Stamina to the target, for examples. The exact effect (and applicability) will
vary depending on the power.

When you use the Ability Drain extra of Energy Drain, do you gain
Stamina or ability levels?

Stamina by default, although you can choose for it to be ability levels
instead, or take an additional extra for it to be either, as you choose. If you
gain ability levels from your Ability Drain, you lose them at the rate of 1 level
per page, the same rate as the target regains them.

Can you use Alteration Ray for an offensive or weakening effect without
the Offensive extra?

No. Alteration Ray without the Offensive extra simply grants your target the
benefit of having that power effect, be it Growth, Shrinking, or
Transformation. It means you can’t, for example, just Transform a target into
a goldfish. If you have the Offensive extra, you can use the Ray for both
beneficial and deterimental effects. If you want an Alteration Ray that is
only offensive, take the Offensive extra and the Extra Only limit, meaning
the Ray has no beneficial effect, only a deterimental one.

Under ESP, it says, "if an area is shielded against ESP..." What would you
use to “shield” against ESP?

The Sensory Resistance power generally does the trick, applied to a
character or a place. Then the power use becomes a test of ESP vs. the
Resistance level.

How does Fast Attack work?

A character’s Fast Attack level can be divided up among additional attacks
perfomed with the same Attack action, based on the level of the ability
used for that attack (including its specialty bonus, if any).
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Divide the Fast Attack level by the attack ability level. Any whole number is
the number of additional attacks the characte gains at the same level as
their normal attack. Any remainder is an additional attack with a level equal
to the remainder of the Fast Attack level.

So, for example, if a hero has Fast Attack 7 and a Good (5) ability with a
particular attack, they divide 7 by 5, getting 1 with a remainder of 2 levels
left over. So the hero has two Good (5) level attacks—their regular action
plus a bonus attack—and one Poor (2) level attack with their remaining Fast
Attack level, for a total of three.

Since a character’s ability level with a given attack is known, it’s simple to
calculate Fast Attacks in advance and note them on your character sheet
for reference, such as:

Fast Attack (7): Bonus attacks of level 5 and 2.

In general, given the relative levels of Fast Attack and attack abilities, the
power is usually only good for one or two bonus attacks, save for instances
of low attack ability and high Fast Attack level: Supreme (10) Fast Attack
and a Poor (2) ability would grant five bonus attacks (10 divided by 2) but
all of them would be Poor and have limited chances of success.

At the Game Master’s perogative, a character can choose to split their Fast
Attack level more evenly between their bonus attacks, or even into more
bonus attacks, provided none of them exceed their base ability level. In the
initial example, rather than a bonus Good (5) attack and a bonus Poor (2)
attack, the hero might choose to make the bonus attack levels 4 and 3 to
give them more even chances of success, or even to choose three Poor (2)
bonus attacks and one Weak (1) bonus attack, for a total of four, but all
with reduced chances of success.

Also note that Fast Attack only grants the ability to make extra attacks. At
the Game Master’s discretion (possibly requiring an extra) Fast Attack can
grant characters additional actions on their panel, usable for anything listed
under Actions on pages 132–137 of the Assembled Edition.

These options further complicates Fast Attack, however, so Game Masters
should consider carefully whether or not to allow it.

For an “attack everyone at once” type of attack, take a look at the Burst
extra, which lets you attack every target in a Close distance area with one
attack test.

What is the difference between Heat Control and just regular Fire
Control?

Think of Heat Control like a microwave oven: The ability to heat up a target
without applying an open flame to it. In some cases, enough heat might
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cause some things to burst into flames, at the Game Master’s discretion.

The description of Force Field in Great Power says its level can substitute
for resisting touch-range effects. Is this correct?

Yes. The idea is that, since a Force Field prevents an attacker from truly
“touching” the target, it can provide an added ability to resist, if its level is
greater than the ability level the character would normally use to resist that
attack or effect.

Is there a limit to the number of spells a character with the Magic power
can have active at once?

Primarily the character’s ability to concentrate on them all (see
Concentration on p. 79 of the Assembled Edition and previously under the
Powers section here). If the magician loses their concentration, all of their
spells lapse, and they have to recast them.

What might be referred to as the “omni-powers”—Gadgets and Magic—
have three main limits:

• Gadgets are limited by being devices, things characters can be deprived
of under certain circumstances. Magic is likewise limited by Performance;
if characters can’t cast their spells, they can’t use Magic.

• Both powers rely on Preparation in order to duplicate a power: preparing
or adjusting (or even just drawing and setting up) a gadget, or casting a
spell.

• Both powers rely on an ability test (typically modified by Science or
Technology for Gadgets, Occult for Magic) against a difficulty of the
desired level of a power. Among other things, this means a character can
deliberately go for a lower-level and therefore easier effect.

So a magician can, for example, cast a spell of protection (Force Field) in
their first panel (taking the page of preparation). In their next, they roll their
Magic test to see if the spell succeeds. They could then take an action in
that panel, or begin casting another spell (using that page for preparation)
such as a spell of levitation (Flight). If that Magic test succeeds then, by
their third panel, they have two spells active, and can keep them going so
long as they’re able to concentrate.

Is the One Target limit of Power Mimicry correct? Isn’t the power normally
limited to one target?

The limit is not correct as Power Mimicry is limited to one target by default.
The limit should be:

One Power: You only mimic one of the target’s powers of your choice
rather than all of them.
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At the GM’s discretion, Power Mimicry can also have the following extra:

Multiple Targets: You can mimic the powers of multiple targets at once.
When doing so, roll a Power Mimicry test against the total number of
targets you are mimicking, including the new target. If you succeed, you
can mimic the new target. If you fail, your power overloads and you lose
your panel and all of your currently mimicked powers.

SPECIALTIES
Are characters limited to the specialties given in the rules?

Not necessarily, especially if a player or the Game Master has a particularly
new specialty in mind that suits a character’s concept. As with all things,
the rough guideline is making sure the new specialty isn’t overly broad in
comparison to other existing specialties.

As it is, the Origins sourcebook expands the available list of specialties, and
Game Masters should feel free to add their own.

TAKING ACTION
When a character is stunned, can they defend themselves?

They cannot. The Reactions section of The Assembled Edition (p. 138)
notes: “Characters must still be capable of taking action in order to react.”
A defenseless character still rolls 1d6 to determine the difficulty of an
attack based on sheer luck, but they do not add their ability level to it. The
base difficulty is 0.

Likewise, since the character is not actually reacting to the attack, the
benefits of success from reactions like dodging and evading do not apply.
So, for example, in the unlikely event that bad luck results in a close attack
missing a stunned character with a massive failure, the stunned character
does not hit the attacker with a close attack, as they are incapable of
action.


